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A geometrical parametrization of C1′-C5′ RNA ribose chemical shifts
calculated by density functional theory
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It has been recently shown that NMR chemical shifts can be used to determine the structures of
proteins. In order to begin to extend this type of approach to nucleic acids, we present an equation that
relates the structural parameters and the 13C chemical shifts of the ribose group. The parameters in the
equation were determined by maximizing the agreement between the DFT-derived chemical shifts
and those predicted through the equation for a database of ribose structures. Our results indicate that
this type of approach represents a promising way of establishing quantitative and computationally
efficient analytical relationships between chemical shifts and structural parameters in nucleic acids.
© 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4811498]

INTRODUCTION

The functional importance of ribonucleic acids (RNAs)
is increasingly recognized in molecular biology.1–5 In addi-
tion to their key role in the transmission and control of genetic
information, RNAs constitute fundamental structural compo-
nents of ribosomes and other macromolecular assemblies, and
catalyze many biochemical reactions.1–5 The determination of
the conformations of RNAs at atomic level is therefore es-
sential to reveal the structural basis of the biological func-
tions of these important molecules. In this respect, together
with X-ray crystallography, one of the most useful techniques
is nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, as indi-
cated by the fact that nearly half of the RNA structures de-
posited in Protein Data Bank (PDB)6 have been solved by
NMR methods.7

Macromolecular structure determination by NMR spec-
troscopy is primarily based on the use of inter-proton dis-
tances, derived from nuclear Overhauser effects, and dihe-
dral angles, derived from scalar couplings.8 More recently,
information provided by residual dipolar couplings has also
been used as a source of structural constraints.9–11 By con-
trast, chemical shifts, which are the most readily and accu-
rately measurable NMR parameters, have only recently been
exploited in NMR studies of macromolecules, because of the
complications in defining their relationship with structural
parameters.12–14 Approaches based on the use of chemical
shifts, at least in principle, can be very powerful since the val-
ues of these parameters depend in an extremely sensitive man-
ner on the molecular conformation.12–18 The use of chemical
shifts for structure determination would be particularly advan-
tageous in the case of RNAs, because of the great challenges
that these molecules present for NMR spectroscopy,19–28 as
the proton density is generally lower in these molecules than
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in proteins, and hence fewer structural restraints from inter-
proton distances can usually be obtained.

As any method aimed at elucidating the structural proper-
ties of biological macromolecules using the information pro-
vided by chemical shifts requires the possibility of calculating
chemical shifts from a given structure, it is essential to estab-
lish such procedures for RNAs. In this respect, phenomeno-
logical approaches for the calculation of chemical shifts have
been very successful for proteins,27, 29–34 and they have also
been proposed for nucleic acids.35–38 Compared to proteins,
however, the available structures of RNA molecules have been
determined at lower resolution and they are fewer in num-
bers. Therefore, it has been particularly difficult to reveal
the connection between structural parameters and chemical
shifts based on the information contained in currently exist-
ing structural datasets. Establishing firmly such a connection
would be particularly timely, as suggested by a recent study in
which proton chemical shifts were used to facilitate the cal-
culation of RNA structures,39 thereby indicating that, upon
further development of structure-based chemical shift predic-
tors, approaches based on the use of chemical shifts can lead
to the determination of the high-resolution structures of RNA
molecules.

Our goal in this work is to investigate a particular aspect
of the relationship between chemical shifts and structural pa-
rameters in RNAs by focusing on the 13C chemical shifts of
the ribose ring. This ring occurs in two types of conforma-
tions, usually referred to as S (or C2′-endo) and N (or C3′-
endo) forms,40 which can be described in terms of two param-
eters, the angle of pseudorotation, P, and the degree of pucker,
νmax.40 Our work builds upon previous studies that have been
concerned with the relationship between these ribose puck-
ering parameters and the C1′-C5′ chemical shifts. Dejaegere
and Case have studied the variation of these chemical shifts
with P by density functional theory (DFT) calculations and
have reported an upfield shift in the C3′ and C5′ chemical
shifts when the ribose is in the N state.41 Xu et al. reported
that ribose groups experience more pronounced sugar pucker-
ing effects than deoxyribose groups42 and identified different
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behaviors depending on the backbone γ angle. They de-
scribed a downfield shift for the C3′ chemical shifts when
the ribose is in the S state and the γ angle is in the gauche
conformation.43 Ebrahimi et al. developed a method that uses
solid-state chemical shifts of C1′, C4′, and C5′ to define two
“canonical” coordinates capable of discriminating between N
and S ribose conformations.44 Subsequently, Ohlenschläger
et al.45 improved that method using solution NMR data of
RNAs deposited in the PDB7 and BMRB46 databases. More
recently, an update of the expression for the canonical coor-
dinate has been proposed by Cherepanov et al.47 All these
approaches have been concerned with the classification of the
ribose group in terms of the two major conformations (N and
S) rather than with a detailed link between the ribose confor-
mation and chemical shifts.

Here we present an equation that relates 13C chemical
shifts with the P and νmax structural parameters of the RNA
ribose group based on quantum mechanical calculations. In
order to find the functional mapping between structures and
chemical shifts in the absence of enough high-resolution RNA
structures, we use quantum chemistry methods to calculate
chemical shifts on a given database of structures. The success
of this type of approach, especially by DFT, has been shown
to be remarkable.48 These calculations have been extensively
applied to biological systems, including proteins and nucleic
acids.36, 49–57 DFT calculations have been proven to be very
useful in rationalizing the results of chemical shift anisotropy
measurements48 and for the direct evaluation of 13C chemi-
cal shifts in ribose groups.35 The ShiftS method,11 which is
in part based on such calculations, enables accurate structure-
based calculations of chemical shifts in proteins and is among
the most accurate chemical shift predictors currently avail-
able. By following this strategy, the parameters in the equa-
tions presented here are derived from quantum mechanical
calculations of chemical shifts on a number of structures mak-
ing up a database sufficiently large to establish a quantitative
relationship between chemical shifts and structural parame-
ters in ribose groups.

METHODS

Calculation of the ribose chemical shifts

In order to calculate the chemical shifts corresponding to
given ribose structures, we used a DFT approach. The ribose
moiety chosen to study the influence of the sugar pucker con-
formation on the ribose 13C chemical shifts is illustrated in
Figure 1 as a part of an RNA molecule. For the geometry op-
timization we used the B3LYP hybrid functional58, 59 with the
6-311G(d,p) basis set, and, for the chemical shielding calcula-
tions, the PBE0 (or PBE1PBE)60–62 functional in combination
with the 6-311+G(2d,p) basis set.35 This level of theory is
generally deemed to be sufficiently accurate to yield good pre-
dictions of 13C chemical shifts.63–65 We performed a bench-
mark for this procedure using a set of 12 small molecules
(Table S1 and Figure S1 in the supplementary material66).
These molecules were either in a single conformation or
they evenly populated different conformations; in this latter
case, nuclear shielding constants, denoted as σ , were aver-

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the structural model of the ribose used in
the quantum mechanical calculations described in this work, and its relation
to the overall RNA structure. The model is enclosed in the square, without
the hydrogen caps.

aged across different conformations. For comparison, experi-
mental chemical shifts were taken from previously published
studies.44, 67–72 A linear regression resulted in a coefficient
of correlation of 0.996 between experimental and calculated
chemical shifts (Figure S1 in the supplementary material66).
Ideally, the linear regression should give a −1 slope and an in-
tercept equal to the isotropic nuclear shielding constant of the
reference used for experimental chemical shifts, in this case
tetramethylsilane (TMS), calculated at the same level of the-
ory (σ TMS = 187.76 ppm). As we found a slope of −1.044 and
an intercept of 187.52 ppm, the predicted nuclear shielding
constants at this level of theory can be considered as accurate.
Results of this benchmark are very similar to those recently
reported for a more general 13C dataset.57, 73

Generation of a structural database and
corresponding chemical shifts

A set of 500 ribose conformations was generated with
random values of the P and νmax parameters by using the fol-
lowing procedure:

(i) 1000 sets of P and νmax values were randomly generated
via Eqs. (1) and (2) (see Figure 1 for the definition of the
dihedral angles),

P = (ν4 + ν1) − (ν3 + ν0)

2ν2(sin(36◦) + sin(72◦))
, (1)

νmax = ν2

cos(P )
, (2)

with a uniform distribution in the range from 0◦ to 360◦

for P and from 0◦ to 60◦ for νmax;
(ii) O4′-C1′-C2′-C3′ (ν1) and C1′-C2′-C3′-C4′ (ν2) dihedral

angles (Figure 1) were calculated using the equations

ν1 = 1.0009νmax cos

(
(P − 0.90 + 16)π

5

)
, (3)
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ν2 = 0.9770νmax cos(P − 0.48), (4)

which were taken from de Leeuw et al.;74

(iii) 1000 structures were then generated with the dihedral an-
gles resulting from Eqs. (3) and (4);

(iv) these structures were further geometry optimized by
keeping frozen the ν1 and ν2 dihedral angles and opti-
mizing the remaining degrees of freedom within the DFT
framework described above.

These two dihedral angles quite accurately define the
overall conformation of the ribose five-membered ring. Since
during the partial geometry optimization (step iv), bond
lengths and bond angles can undergo small changes, we re-
calculated P and νmax after geometry optimizations to refine
the values and verify that the range defined initially was main-
tained. This procedure was applied to three versions of the
ribose model, each with a different value of the exocyclic di-
hedral angle γ (O5′-C5′-C4′-C3′, Figure 1), in order to take
into account its effects. These three values were set to −60◦,
60◦, and 180◦ in the geometry optimizations, which are the
values that approximately correspond to the most populated
γ conformers in RNA structures.75 Since some of the par-
tial optimizations did not reach convergence, the number of
converged structures was different for each γ conformer. We
therefore considered 500 converged structures of each γ con-
formation to have the same number in all cases. Nuclear
shielding constants were calculated for all NMR-active iso-
topes of elements in the ribose model (1H, 13C, 15N, and 17O)
over those optimized geometries. This procedure provided a
dataset of 1500 chemical shifts for each atom of the model
(Figure 1) along with the corresponding P and νmax puckering
parameters. The full data are provided in the supplementary
material.66

Definition of a relationship between structures
and chemical shifts

We used the Eureqa software76 to detect the relationship
between 13C chemical shifts and ring pucker parameters. For
this purpose, we analyzed the conformations and correspond-
ing DFT-calculated chemical shifts described above. The Eu-
reqa software uses a symbolic regression method that opti-
mizes simultaneously the parameters and the analytical form
of the regression equation in order to identify mathematical
relationships in a dataset. The search for an accurate regres-
sion equation was performed using the mean absolute error
as the optimization score. The addition, subtraction, multi-
plication, multiplication by a constant, division, exponentia-
tion, logarithm, sine, and cosine terms were considered in the
equation space sampling procedure. At each step in the proce-
dure, the new equations are formed by stochastically altering
their constituent terms, which are then stored or discarded,
depending on their optimization score. In order to validate the
performance of the equation resulting from this optimization
procedure, we followed the standard criterion adopted by the
Eureqa software, which consists in splitting the available data
into a training set (75% of the data) and a validation set (25%
of the data) and in checking that the statistical error is similar
in the two sets to avoid overfitting.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A geometrical parametrization of the 13C chemical
shifts in ribose

The main result presented in this work is an equation that
relates the nuclear shielding constants of the 13C atoms of the
ribose group to the P and νmax puckering parameters

σγ = a + bνmax +
4∑

n=1

cn cos(dn + enP + fnνmax)

+
5∑

n=1

gnνmax cos(hn + inP + jnνmax), (5)

where the coefficients a to jn are fitted to maximize the
agreement with the nuclear shielding constants in the struc-
tural database that we used here. The parameters P and νmax

should be taken in the range 0◦–360◦ and 0◦ –60◦, respec-
tively (see Methods section). Equation (5) reproduces in a
computationally efficient manner the nuclear shielding con-
stants calculated by the PBE0 (or PBE1PBE)60–62 functional
with the 6-311+G(2d,p) basis set used in the model devel-
opment. With the nuclear shielding constant of the reference
compound (TMS) calculated at the same level of theory (σ TMS

= 187.76 ppm), one can also obtain the chemical shifts of the
C1′-C5′ atoms as δ = σ TMS – σ (P,νmax).

Eq. (5) can be considered as a generalized procedure for
expressing DFT-obtained ribose NMR chemical shifts as a
function of structural parameters. This approach is similar in
spirit to that used for fitting coupling constants to dihedral an-
gles (the well known Karplus equations77), which gives equa-
tions of the type

3J = A cos2 θ + B cos θ + C, (6)

where θ is a dihedral angle. This equation is equivalent to

3J = C1 + C2 cos θ + C3 cos 2θ, (7)

which can be considered as the real part of a Fourier series
truncated at n = 2. Equation (5) thus represents a functional
expansion, which represents in a compact form the 15 equa-
tions that we consider in our work, as we have five atom
types and three equations for atom type depending on the
rotameric state of the dihedral angle γ . Although, in prin-
ciple, Eq. (5) has 38 coefficients, most of them are zero
(Tables I–III), so the effective number of parameters in each
individual equation is relatively small. For instance, the equa-
tion for C1′ when γ = 180◦ is

σC1′(γ=180) = 105 +10.6νmax+ cos(2.14νmax) +1.38 cos(π/2

− 5.19P ) + 0.5 cos(π/2 − 8.77P + 1.05νmax)

+ 0.5 cos(−π/2 + 8.77P + 3.23νmax). (8)

As another example, Eq. (5) for C2′ reduces to

σC2′(γ=180) = 112 + 1.56 cos(4.04 − 4.18P − νmax)

− νmax cos(1.93P ). (9)

In this case, only a, c1–f1, g1, and i1 are not zero. In the
case of C3′, Eq. (5) acquires a particularly simple form when
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TABLE I. Parameters for Eq. (5) when γ ≈ 60◦.

C1′ C2′ C3′ C4′ C5′

a 101.81 110.68 111.85 93.29 119.36
b 13.60 1.00 0.24 0.00 2.54
c1 1.00 1.26 − 1.65 7.16 0.36
d1 π /2 0.10 − 2.31 π /2
e1 − 1.00 − 1.00 1.00 1.00
f1 0.49 − 1.93 − 2.27 − 2.00
c2 − 2.04 1.26 − 1.65 1.00
d2 π /2 0.90 − 5.45 − 1.39
e2 − 1.58 − 1.00 1.00 2.09
f2 − 5.11 2.27
c3 − 0.25
d3 1.00
e3 2.89
f3 − 5.57
c4 − 0.25
d4 − 1.00
e4 2.89
f4 5.57
g1 − 0.25 − 2.22 2.27 1.54
h1 1.00 π /2 π /2
i1 2.89 2.14 − 0.86 − 2.26
j1 1.47 − 2.56
g2 − 0.25 2.27 4.40
h2 − 1.00 −π /2 1.21
i2 2.89 − 0.86 − 1.00
j2 − 1.47 2.56 1.00
g3 1.00

γ = 180◦

σC3′(γ=180) = 110 + cos(−2.19νmax). (10)

It should also be noted that it is rather common to have a rel-
atively large number of parameters in empirical expressions
used in the literature for predicting chemical shift values from
the structures of macromolecules.2–6, 8–11, 35, 36 For this reason
it is important to the obtained analytical expressions against
overfitting. The major advantage of developing parametrized
empirical models to account for the conformational depen-
dence of chemical shifts is that these models can provide
prediction results in milliseconds of CPU time, i.e., several
orders of magnitude faster than typical ab initio or DFT
calculations.

The coefficients (a to jn) of Eq. (5) for each carbon nu-
cleus type are reported in Tables I–III. The chemical shifts
calculated using DFT methods (Figure 2, top row) and those
predicted using the geometrical parametrization derived in
this work (Eq. (5)) with the coefficients of Tables I–III
(Figure 2, bottom row) are in good agreement (Table IV).
The root mean square deviations (RMSDs) between DFT and
Eq. (5)-based chemical shifts range between 0.17 and
0.38 ppm (Table IV). For comparison, in proteins the typi-
cal deviations between experimental and calculated chemical
shifts for carbon atoms are three- to fivefold larger,4–6, 8–11

suggesting that the geometrical parametrization in Eq. (5)
captures very well the conformational dependence of the
chemical shifts of the ribose carbon atoms on the internal co-
ordinates of the ribose itself.

TABLE II. Parameters for Eq. (5) when γ ≈ −60◦.

C1′ C2′ C3′ C4′ C5′

a 107.62 114.15 110.04 96.26 121.15
b − 1.81 1.00 3.29 1.00
c1 − 4.34 − 1.00 − 0.53 1.64 0.54
d1 0.29 π /2 56.26 1.93 − 0.79
e1 3.00 − 0.66 − 1.00 − 1.00 2.16
f1 − 3.66 3.02 − 2.17
c2 1.00 − 2.35 − 1.64
d2 π /2 1.93
e2 − 0.66 − 0.17 − 1.00
f2 3.66 1.00 2.17
c3 − 0.34 − 2.35 1.00
d3 π /2 − 1.15 − 2.35
e3 2.12 2.12 2.00
f3 − 3.66 − 3.66 2.17
c4 0.34 1.00
d4 π /2 − 2.35
e4 2.12 2.00
f4 3.66 − 2.17
g1 1/2 − 5.57 3.62
h1 0.20 60.64
i1 3.03 1.00 − 1.00
j1 − 1.00
g2 1/2 − 3.62
h2 − 0.78 − 57.50
i2 − 1.03 1.00
j2 − 1.00
g3 4.34 − 3.42
h3 0.49 − 0.79
i3 2.03 2.16
j3
g4 −1/2
h4 0.49
i4 4.06
j4
g5 − 2.52
h5 − 0.29
i5 1.00

Table IV also reports values from a further validation test
in which we generated 250 additional geometries and their
corresponding DFT-calculated chemical shifts following the
same procedure used above. Equation (5) and the P, νmax val-
ues of these conformers were then used to calculate a new set
of predicted chemical shift values. The errors in both training
and validation datasets are comparable.

Application to small nucleotides and nucleosides
in the solid state

The geometrical parametrization described above
(Eq. (5)) was derived in order to find out whether the chemi-
cal shifts calculated by DFT can be approximated using an
expression dependent only on the coordinates of the ribose
nuclei. In the following, however, we explored whether this
geometrical parametrization could be useful as a starting
point in the prediction of experimentally measured C1′-C5′

chemical shifts in RNAs. For this purpose we considered
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TABLE III. Parameters for Eq. (5) when γ ≈ 180◦.

C1′ C2′ C3′ C4′ C5′

a 105.00 112.00 110.00 90.30 117.16
b 10.60 2.56
c1 1.00 1.56 1.00 9.82
d1 4.04 π /2
e1 − 4.18 − 1.75
f1 2.14 − 1.00 − 2.19
c2 1.38
d2 π /2
e2 − 5.19
f2 1.00
c3 0.50
d3 π /2
e3 − 8.77
f3 1.05
c4 0.50
d4 −π /2
e4 8.77
f4 3.23
g1 − 1.00 2.63 2.23
h1 π /2 3π /2
i1 1.93 − 2.27 − 2.15
j1 − 1.00
g2 6.18 2.23
h2 0.45 −π /2
i2 − 0.89 2.15
j2 − 1.00
g3 4.46
h3 π /2
j3 − 1.00
g4 − 3.64
h4 π /2
i4 − 1.06

a set of ten molecules (Figure S2 and Table S2 in the
supplementary material66), consisting of eight nucleosides
(cytidine, 5-methyluridine hemihydrate, 2-thiocytidine di-
hydrate, 5-bromouridine, 3-deazauridine, 5-hydroxyuridine,
8-bromoadenosine, and xanthosine dehydrate) and two

TABLE IV. Root mean square deviations (RMSDs, in ppms) between the
chemical shifts calculated by DFT and by Eq. (5). Results from both training
and validation data sets are presented.

Atom type C1′ C2′ C3′ C4′ C5′

RMSD (ppm) in training data set 0.200 0.295 0.169 0.396 0.175
RMSD (ppm) in validation data set 0.188 0.305 0.166 0.386 0.179

nucleotides (adenosine-3′-phosphate dihydrate and cytidine-
3′-phosphate). The crystal structures of these molecules44

were obtained from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Center (CCDC).78 Using the crystal geometries, the P and
νmax values were calculated for each molecule. Taking into
account the γ dihedral angle in the corresponding crystal
structure, the appropriate coefficients for Eq. (5) were se-
lected to calculate chemical shifts. In the case of C1′, a shift
of approximately 15 ppm was applied to account for the fact
that this atom is bonded to a nitrogen atom in the selected
molecules, which is missing in the model used to obtain
Eq. (5). The 15 ppm shift is used to reproduce approximately
the difference between the average chemical shift of C1′

in the BMRB (91 ppm) and the 73.7 ppm chemical shift of
the corresponding carbon in tetrahydrofuran-2,3,4-triol.79

A linear regression between predicted and experimental
chemical shifts resulted in a correlation coefficient of 0.94
(Figure 3). However, the comparison between predicted and
experimental chemical shifts for individual carbon atoms
is not very good (Figures 4(a)–4(e)). To check whether the
poor correlations observed for individual carbon atoms are
related to the use of Eq. (5), we calculated the same chemical
shifts using DFT. The agreement between experimental and
DFT-calculated chemical shifts (Figures 4(f)–4(j)) is similar
to that obtained for the chemical shifts predicted using
Eq. (5). The same level of agreement is obtained between
DFT-calculated chemical shifts and those predicted by
Eq. (5) (Figures 4(k)–4(o)). These results show between
experimental and calculated chemical shifts arise because
of the factors other than the ribose internal geometry
(Figure 1), which affect the ribose carbon chemical shifts in

FIG. 2. Comparison between the chemical shifts calculated by DFT (point surfaces, top row) and predicted using Eq. (5) (continuous surfaces, bottom row) for
the C1′-C5′ atoms in ribose (in ppm).
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FIG. 3. Comparison between predicted and experimental C1′-C5′ chemical
shifts (in ppm) for a set of eight nucleosides and two nucleotides. The ideal
behavior (black line) is compared with that of the predictions (red line), which
has a coefficient of correlation of 0.94.

the system that we considered, such as ring current effects
from the nitrogen bases of spatially close rings from the other
constituents of the crystal etc. The relevance of this type of ef-
fects has been extensively studied in the literature.80, 81 In this
respect, the results are poorer for C1′ and C2′ chemical shifts
as these atoms are very close to the bases and are appreciably
affected by ring current effects.

Application to a small RNA molecule in solution

In order to further assess whether the geometrical
parametrization presented in this work (Eq. (5)) could rep-
resent a useful starting point for deriving a structure-based
predictor of RNA chemical shifts, we applied this expres-
sion to two small RNA hairpin molecules containing a UUCG
tetraloop. The first one is a 14-mer RNA hairpin whose struc-

FIG. 5. Comparison between chemical shifts predicted using Eq. (5) and ex-
perimental ones (in ppm) for two small RNA hairpins in solution. The ideal
behavior (black line) is compared with the predicted one (red line). (a) 14-
mer GGCAC(UUCG)GUGCC, coefficient of correlation 0.99, slope 1.02, in-
tercept −0.93. (b) 12-mer GGAC(UUCG)GUCC, coefficient of correlation
0.98, slope 1.00, intercept −0.28).

ture was solved by NMR at high resolution in the solution82, 83

and solid47 states. The experimentally measured chemical
shifts were available and the values of P and νmax were calcu-
lated from the corresponding structure in Protein Data Bank
(PDB ID: 2KOC) (Figure 5(a)). The second molecule is a

FIG. 4. Comparison between predicted, DFT-calculated and experimental C1′-C5′ chemical shifts for the set of eight nucleosides and two nucleotides. (a)–(e)
Predicted chemical shifts using Eq. (5) against the experimental chemical shifts; (f)–(j) DFT-calculated chemical shifts against the experimental chemical shifts;
and (k)–(o) predicted chemical shifts using Eq. (5) against the DFT-calculated chemical shifts.
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FIG. 6. Comparison between chemical shifts predicted using Eq. (5) and experimental ones (in ppm) for two small RNA hairpins in solution, presented
separately for the C1′-C5′ nuclei.

12-mer RNA hairpin whose NMR structure was reported by
Varani et al.84 and the data about chemical shifts and pucker-
ing parameters were taken from the supporting information of
Xu et al.43 (Figure 5(b)). We found that the use of Eq. (5) re-
sults in a promising correlation between predicted and exper-
imental chemical shifts (the C1′ chemical shifts were shifted
by 15 ppm as described above). It should be stated again, how-
ever, that the model that we discuss in this paper describes
only the core effect of the ribose conformation and does not
account a number of important effects relevant in the whole
RNA molecule. In particular, as in the case of the nucleosides
and nucleotides discussed above, the calculations for the C1′

and C2′ chemical shifts (Figures 6(a) and 6(b)) suggest that
they are strongly affected by other factors, such as conjugated
ring and χ dihedral angle effects, not taken into account in the
present model. The results for the C3′-C5′ chemical shifts are
slightly better, in particular for the C3′ chemical shifts, which
are less dependent on factors other than the sugar pucker
effect.

CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the relationship between the atomic
coordinates of the RNA ribose ring and the chemical shifts of
its carbon atoms calculated by density functional theory on
a reduced model. We have found that it is possible to derive
a geometrical parametrization that enables the prediction of
these chemical shifts from the knowledge of two structural
parameters, P and νmax, which describe the conformation of
the ribose ring. Our results indicate that through the approach
followed in this work, subject to further development and
extension of the system size, it may become possible to es-
tablish general phenomenological relationships between the
structures and the chemical shifts of nucleic acids and exploit
them for structure determination.
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